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Delhi HC sniffs scam in
farm ministry, orders FIR

CHARGESHEET
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Anjaw: Of progress
kept at bay by red tape

TOURISM POTENTIAL Though this district in Arunachal has
everything a nature-lover could want, nothing is being done to
promote it — depriving the area of revenue and its people of jobs
Nivedita Khandekar
■

nivedita.khandekar@hindustantimes.com

It is a
classic case of putting the cart before
the horse.
This relatively young district in the
north-eastern corner of the country
has no tourism department or policy
in place, and the visitors who come on
their own are few. Yet, nestled amid
the pine forests at Hot Spring, near
Dong, with the Lohit flowing by its side,
are two extravagant tourist facilities.
The facilities were created a few
years after the Anjaw district came
into existence in 2004. Located about
70 km from Hawaii, the district headquarters, one of the structures seems
like a huge palatial cafeteria – complete with a bath, dressing room and
dormitory. The other is a set of six aesthetically-designed sloping roof huts
raised on concrete pillars.
The facilities were sanctioned in
2007-08 for tourism infrastructure
development from a non-lapsable central pool of resources, costing R2.5
crore to the exchequer. This included
work on an approach road and a wall
for protection from floods.
Everything looks good, except for
the fact that the facilities are yet to be
opened even two years after completion of infrastructure work.
Needless
to say, the
area has
huge potential
for
tourism. If
you walk
past the Hot Spring, which is known
to have medicinal properties, and cross
a suspension bridge across the mighty
Lohit, you come to the quaint Dong
village. A day’s trek eastward from
Dong takes you to the plateau that witnesses India’s first sunrise.
Barely an hour’s drive towards the
north from this humongous facility is
Kaho, the last village on the Indian side.
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The tourist facilities at Hot Spring, sanctioned in 2007-08, cost the exchequer
R2.5 crore. Though the infrastructural work is complete, they are yet to be
opened to the public.
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Across the Chinese border, one can
see little Tibetan villages dotting the
horizon. Walong, situated just 10 km
away, has a memorial that pays homage to Indian soldiers who laid down
their lives in the 1962 war against China.
However, seven years after its creation, the district does not seem to
have exploited its potential for tourism.
CS Jeinow, Anjaw deputy commissioner, admits, “As of now, most of the
tourists who come are due to wordof-mouth publicity.”
Private bidders have already started
pressing the administration for contracts
to the facilities at Dong. “(But) only the
district tourism officer can decide that.
Our proposal for DTO’s post is pending
at Itanagar,” Jeinow says.
“The state is to be blamed for the
lack of a proper tourism policy. The
Arunachal government has not given
any thought to developing the east-

ern circuit,” says Manoj Jalan of Purvi
Discovery, a tour company.
Arunachal can take a leaf out of
Nagaland’s book, and do away with
restricted area permits for foreign
tourists, says Jalan, adding: “Better
road connectivity will also help.”
Three years ago, Jalan had started
an eco-tourism project in partnership
with a Mishmi entrepreneur, Rohinso
Krisikro from Wakro, in Lohit district.
While Krisikro built a Mishmi-style
bamboo guesthouse with modern facilities, the responsibility of bringing in
tourists lay with Jalan.
Similar experiments can also be
tried in Anjaw, providing employment
opportunities to local youth. But, when
asked about this, Jeinow just says: “We
will go for systematic promotion only
after getting a district tourism officer.”
(As part of Inclusive Media
Fellowship by www.im4change.org)
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THE ALLEGED NEXUS
Probe has been sought
against ministry officials
and counsel HK Gangwani
■ Gangwani had charged
the ministry for 44 consultation sessions in one
case, whereas only four
were permissible.
■ Fees were charged for 34
hearings, though four
hearings had taken place.
■
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A Delhi court has
ordered a first information
report (FIR) and criminal investigations into allegations that
the agriculture ministry had
allegedly paid trumped-up bills
worth nearly R14 lakh as legal
fees to its standing counsel.
The court said there was evidence to suggest a nexus
between the counsel and ministry officials to cause loss to
“public exchequer” through
“fraud” and “misappropriation
of funds”.
The complaint, moved by the
All India Federation of
Agricultural Associations, had
sought probe under the
Prevention of Corruption Act
against ministry officials and
central government standing
counsel HK Gangwani. The two
cases, in which allegedly excess
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fees were charged, involve agriculture secretary PK Basu as a
party, who was the then additional secretary.
Ordering an FIR, additional
sessions judge Virender Bhat
stated: “Apparently, there seems
to be some collusion between
advocate Gangwani and the
concerned officials…which needs
to be unearthed.”
The complaint said joint secretary in the ministry, Uma Goel,
got amounts sanctioned without involvement of the finance

wing, while Basu recommended higher fees, which was
approved by the law ministry,
as is required. According to
information obtained separately under RTI, even approval
from agriculture minister
Sharad Pawar was never sought.
Gangwani denied the allegations. “This is a bogus case
against me. I was not even
heard. I will take appropriate
steps to get the order set aside,”
he said. Agriculture secretary
PK Basu, however, declined to
comment.
According to the complaint,
advocate Gangwani had charged
the ministry for 44 consultation
sessions in one case, whereas
only four were permissible. For
each session, he got R5,500.
The complaint also said fees
were charged for 34 hearings,
even though only four effective
court hearings had taken place.
It has been alleged that R7.5 lakh
and R6.5 lakh had been paid as
excess fees in the two civil and
criminal case respectively.

Red faces in Mumbai police
over ‘Pak terrorist’ claims
HT Correspondent
■
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India’s security establishment put on a brave face on
Thursday after three ‘terrorists’ who it claimed had sneaked
into Gujarat and Mumbai to
carry out terror strikes showed
up at a shopping complex in
Lahore.
While Mumbai went on an
alert, Pakistani media on
Thursday reported that two of
them, Atif Butt and Mehtab
Butt, were traders at Lahore’s
Hafeez centre and the third,
Babar Shakeel, was a security
guard at the same complex.
All three of them turned up
at Lahore’s Gulberg police station — after Mumbai Police
released their photographs —
and insisted they were innocent
and had no terror links.
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THE TRIO, WHO THE
MUMBAI POLICE
CLAIMED HAD SNEAKED
INTO INDIA, SHOWED
UP AT A SHOPPING
COMPLEX IN LAHORE
Gulberg ASP Tariq Aziz told
DawnNews that the matter
would be forwarded to the
cyber-crime wing of the Federal
Investigation Agency for further
investigation and to ascertain
how the photographs reached
Indian newspapers.
Home Secretary RK Singh,
however, insisted that the central advisory about terror threat
from five suspects to
Maharashtra and Gujarat was
based on ‘credible information’.

“We stand by that,” he said.
Singh, however, refused to get
into the details, saying, “we do
not comment on ongoing
matters”.
Officials, however, acknowledged that the developments
could prove to be embarrassing
for India, particularly when
Singh travels to Islamabad later
this month for the home secretary-level talks. New Delhi was
hoping to build pressure on
Islamabad to keep its promises.
Last year, there were red
faces at the home ministry when
names of two men already
arrested by the police found its
way into a list of 50 terrorists
that India wanted Pakistan to
locate and hand over. At the
home secretary talks, India had
told Islamabad that these terrorists were believed to be hiding in Pakistan.
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KOLKATA: The detective depart-

ment of the Kolkata police on
Thursday filed a chargesheet
that confirmed gang rape on a
37-year-old woman in Kolkata
in February.
Back then, chief minister of
West Bengal Mamata Banerjee
had said the incident had been
cooked up to malign her government.
According to the police, the
rape took place in a moving
Honda City in Park Street in
central Kolkata.
"I have faith in the rule of law.
The chargesheet vindicates my
position. I am happy today," the
victim told HT after hearing
about the chargesheet.
"The entire incident is a concocted one, designed to embarrass the government," Banerjee
had said on February 16 at the
state secretariat, when reporters
quizzed her on the incident.
Soon after, transport minister
Madan Mitra had cast aspersions
on the character of the victim
and asked what she was doing at
a nightclub so late at night.
The matter, however, took a
different turn when Damayanti
Sen, then joint commissioner
(crime), Kolkata police, while
addressing a press conference
confirmed the rape. Thursday's
chargesheet substantiated Sen's
position, though she was transferred as deputy inspector general (training) on April 4, an act
widely interpreted as a punishment for contradicting the
chief minister.
On Thursday the ninth metropolitan magistrate took cognizance of the chargesheet
against Nashad Alam, Sumit
Bajaj, Nasir Khan, Kadir and
Johny, who allegedly committed the gangrape.
If proved guilty, they may life
imprisonment. While Nashad,
Sumit and Nasir are in judicial
custody, Kadir and Johny are still
absconding. "The magistrate has
also fixed May 17 for supplying
copies of the chargesheet to the
accused for their trial before the
sessions court," said public prosecutor Pradip Chatterjee.

